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                              16th January, 2020 
 The Newspaper's Staff Correspondent 
 
 
SSGC earning bad name due to low gas pressure, says company official 
HYDERABAD: Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) has said that low gas pressure is earning the 
company bad name and eroding its credibility in the eyes of consumers, says the company’s general 
manager Abdul Waheed Jumani on Wednesday. 
 
Speaking at the Hyderabad Chamber of Small Traders and Small Industry, he said that SSGC was trying 
to resolve the problem at the earliest. It would be resolved after completion of schemes for the 
replacement of 40-year-old steel lines that had outlived their utility. 
 
He said the industrial, commercial and domestic consumers were equally facing problems. Work on 
the schemes for lines’ replacement had already started in many areas and in some localities work 
could not be undertaken because of delay in permission for road cutting, he said. 
 
He said that as soon as the schemes were completed complaints of low gas pressure would end. The 
low gas pressure did not give positive impression of his department and that was why SSGC was 
trying to resolve it as quickly as possible, he said. 
 
He said that industrial and commercial units were major sources of income and consumers of these 
sectors could not be put in trouble. The government had given subsidy for domestic consumers, 
therefore, they should restrict their use of gas to cooking and geysers, he said. 
 
The officer said the SSGC had banned use of gas-fired generators and the permission it used to grant in 
past had been withdrawn now. Anyone resorting to this practice could face action. 
 
Some consumers use different devices to improve pressure which affected their neighbours, he said. 
He said that SSGC staff could not enter each and every house like policemen did. 
 
Earlier, the chamber president Doulat Ram Lohano said that SSGC used to have credibility but now it 
had lost its respect like Wapda in the eyes of general public. Despite rising gas tariff consumers were 
not getting proper gas supplies and it reflected poorly on SSGC. 
 
He said that industrial units were not getting sanctioned gas pressure. If the sanctioned pressure was 
eight pound for a unit it was getting two pound and that too only for two to three hours, which was 
badly affecting industrial production, he said and added that factory owners were not only running 
into losses but were hard pressed to downsize their staff. 
 
Chamber official Sikandar Ali Rajput said that Hyderabad deputy commissioner had allowed road 
cutting for laying new pipelines of gas in Shama commercial area. 
 
He said that population living near SITE police station needed gas connections which were being 
denied and they should be immediately provided. New pipelines should be laid in Shahi Bazaar, 
Liaquat Colony, Noorani Basti, Lalu Lashari Goth, Gulshan-i-Zealpak Housing Society, he said. 
 


